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MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER WITH SHELL 
SCRIPTING AND UNIX TOOLS

Hello, and welcome to my workshop! My name is Devon, I currently live in Berlin, and I write software for a living.


So, that’s all the interesting stuff about me out of the way. Let’s dive in, shall we?



“WE WILL ENCOURAGE YOU TO 
DEVELOP THE THREE GREAT 
VIRTUES OF A PROGRAMMER: 
LAZINESS, IMPATIENCE, AND 
HUBRIS.”

- Larry Wall
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This is Larry Wall, who invented Perl, and arguably one of his most famous quotes. Today, we’re going to focus on just one of those virtues - the emphasis in orange there 
is mine. I want you all to be lazier! To do that, we’re going to explore one of the most universal of technologies in the world of computing, and that’s shell scripting!
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Expectations!
•What is a shell? 

•Bash/UNIX basics. 

•SHORT BREAK 

•Piping and IO redirection. 

•Configuring your shell (.bashrc) together. 

•SHORT BREAK 

•A more complicated bash script - on your own!

But before we begin, here’s what you’re all in for.
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Setup!
 https://git.io/vyT45

And also, if you haven’t cloned that repo that was in the EventBrite invite, here’s another chance. That link will get you what you need - just git clone that somewhere on 
your local machine.

https://git.io/vyT45
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WHAT IS A SHELL?

Alright, all the administrivia is out of the way. Let’s have some fun!


So, we’re here to do some shell scripting, but I bet some of us might not really know just what a shell actually is. The simplest way I can define it is as follows:


A shell is a computer program that provides a command line interface which allows us to give commands to an operating system or kernel. Pretty simple, right?
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Kernel / OSHardware Shell Users

So here’s a picture of what’s happening when we use a computer. We start out by telling the shell what to do.
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Kernel / OSHardware Shell Users

Then the shell uses what are called “system calls” to tell the operating system what to do.
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Kernel / OSHardware Shell Users

And pretty much the whole purpose of an operating system is to know how to tell the hardware what to do.
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Kernel / OSHardware Shell Users

And then the result of that original command that we gave the shell comes all the way back up that chain of abstractions to us, the user, and is typically displayed on the 
screen.


This is of course an overly simplified way of describing this process, but I think it gets the job done.
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And, because a shell is just a computer program, there are lots of different shells! Just like how you can use rvm, rbenv or chruby to manage ruby versions, you can also 
use different shells that all pretty much do the same thing. Today we’re going to use the shell that has been nearly ubiquitous since it was released in 1989 - bash. 
Despite being nearly 30 years old, bash is still very a standard technology in computing - so much so, that as of April 2016 it’s even now available on Windows!
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Why use a shell?

•Dealing with files & the filesystem 

•Dealing with processes (starting & stopping programs) 

•Dealing with networking (including device I/O) 

•Dealing with OS level security (users & permissions)

So, why would anyone choose to use this old, antiquated command line interface to give commands to their computer instead of the nice graphical interfaces that 
people have spent decades continually improving? Well, there are some things that are just really easy in these shells. If you’ve ever tried to start a rails server outside of 
a shell, you’ll know what I mean. You pretty much can’t do it!
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WHAT IS/ARE UNIX?

So, bash is a UNIX shell. You may have heard of the term Unix before, and I’m sure there are at least a couple folks here that aren’t totally sure what UNIX actually is, so 
let’s clear that up as well.


So, in 1970, a little company called AT&T was spending a lot of money developing software at this really cool place called Bell Labs. As part of that, they developed an 
operating system they called UNIX. That became really popular, and a lot of people developed their own variants on that original UNIX system. Today, the BSD variant, 
which is what MacOS is build on, is the most common UNIX system.


There are also other “UNIX-like” systems, the most prominent of those being Linux.


But, the real thing that makes something a UNIX or UNIX-like operating system, is the presence of a bunch of small, compose-able tools - really, programs. These include 
`ls`, `cat`, `grep, `rm`, `cd`, and `mkdir`. That’s right - all those things that you might have used from your command line for the longest time are actually individual programs 
that someone had to write at one point!


At the very center of UNIX, though, is a basic philosophy. UNIX systems provide a lot of small, simple commands, that when combined together can do really awesome 
things!
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grep

STDIN STDOUT

So, I think of UNIX commands sort of like this. Every one of them is like a ball or something. It can accept input through STDIN, and it has output through STDOUT. There 
are of course countless other ways of using some of these tools, but this is a unix command at its most basic, and that’s one of the primary ways that allow us to 
compose these commands to do really cool stuff.


And those terms, STDIN and STDOUT, you can think of as just fancy terms for the input and the output of a program or function. I actually think of these frequently as 
functions! The important thing to note, though, is that typically if you send something to STDOUT, you’re going to be writing that thing to your terminal.


It’s important to note that while every command has input and output, not all of them do anything with the input.


The other important thing to note is that every UNIX command has what’s called an exit code. These codes tell us if the command succeeded or failed. If something exits 
with an exit code of 0, it succeeded. If something exits with an exit code greater than 0, something went wrong and it failed. This is also important to know when we start 
doing some control flow stuff.


Ok, so let’s start looking at some commands! If you want to explore along with me as I go through some of these basic commands, you’re more than welcome to! Pull up 
a terminal now if that’s what you’d like to do.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ echo “Hello, world” 
Hello, world

Echo is one of the most basic commands. It takes something, and returns that same thing to STDOUT. You can think of it as puts or printf.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ ls 
Applications Documents Dropbox  Movies Pictures numbers.txt  sandbox  vim 
Desktop     Downloads Library  Music  Public mac      tmp

ls is another basic one that lists the contents of a directory. You probably use this one a lot.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ ls 
Applications Documents Dropbox  Movies Pictures numbers.txt  sandbox  vim 
Desktop     Downloads Library  Music  Public mac      tmp

And for the next few examples, we’ll be using this numbers file.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ cat numbers.txt 
one 
two 
three 
four 
five 
six 
seven 
eight 
nine 
ten

And this is what’s in that file, as shown to us by cat. Cat can read a file and then output the contents of that file to STDOUT.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ wc numbers.txt 
     10     10     49 numbers.txt

wc gives us the number of lines, words and bytes in a given file (in that order). There are also flags you can pass to `wc` that can change that output as well.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ man wc

If you want to see the flags and other usage information for these commands, you can use `man` to open the man page. Man here is short for manual.


One important thing - if you open a man page this way, it’ll probably open with a tool called `less`. We’re not going to cover that one today, but it’s another tool like cat for 
reading files. You can go up and down with the up and down arrows, or with J and K for us vim users. If you want to quit, you hit Q.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ grep “ve” numbers.txt 
five 
seven

You may have heard of Grep before. I like to think of grep by another name - select. By default, it searches a file for text matching a given pattern, and returns each line 
that matches the pattern to STDOUT. So, as we see here, we only get two out of our ten lines because those are the only ones that match that pattern.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ sed “s/eight/8/“ numbers.txt 
one 
two 
three 
four 
five 
six 
seven 
8 
nine 
ten

sed stands for stream editor, and it’s basically a simple search and replace tool. If you’ve ever used search and replace in a text editor, this works pretty much the same 
way. It checks each line for the search pattern, and replaces that match with the replace pattern, then returns the new output to STDOUT.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ echo LANG 
LANG 
laptop:~ devoncestes$ echo $LANG 
en_US.UTF-8

variables are kind of funny in bash. The way that bash knows you’re talking about a variable is if you put a dollar sign in front of it. For example, here, echo doesn’t know 
that we want it to echo out the value assigned to that variable until we put the dollar sign in front of it. That LANG variable is an environment variable that should be set 
on each of your machines if you want to try this.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ TESTER=“I am a test” 
laptop:~ devoncestes$ echo $TESTER 
I am a test

The other funny thing about variables in bash - you should NOT use a space on either side of the equals sign when assigning variables. This is important. There are ways 
where this can be valid, but it will frequently just cause really strange behavior.


Just repeat after me - I will not use spaces when assigning variables!
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ read TESTER 
another test 
laptop:~ devoncestes$ echo $TESTER 
another test

What if you want to capture some user input and save that to a variable? Well, we can use read for that.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ test -f numbers.txt 
laptop:~ devoncestes$ echo $? 
0 
laptop:~ devoncestes$ test -d numbers.txt 
laptop:~ devoncestes$ echo $? 
1

There is an entire command called test that just, well, tests things, and exits with a 0 if the test is true, or a 1 if the test was false.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ test -f numbers.txt 
laptop:~ devoncestes$ echo $? 
0 
laptop:~ devoncestes$ test -d numbers.txt 
laptop:~ devoncestes$ echo $? 
1

That ? variable is one of MANY special variables in bash, and it stores the exit code of the previously run command.


This is really important, because this is like 99% of the way you do conditionals in bash. Test is very, very important!
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ touch tester.sh 
laptop:~ devoncestes$ chmod +x tester.sh

Ok, so now that we know how to use test, and we know that it’s going to be important for conditionals, let’s write a conditional!


If you want to follow along on your machine, please type these two commands. Touch will create a file if it doesn’t exist, and if it doesn’t it updates some metadata about 
the file.


chmod is one of those security things I briefly mentioned. The command above basically tells the computer “hey, it’s totally cool for this current user to run this file as an 
executable”.
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#!/bin/bash 

if test -f numbers.txt 
then 
  echo "Numbers file found!" 
else 
  echo "No numbers file found!" 
fi

So this is what a small bash script looks like! This script just checks to see if a file exits, and depending on whether or not it exists, it outputs one of two things to the 
terminal.


That “magic string” at the top is important. If your script is going to be executable, you need that. It tells OS which program to use to run this script. If you’re wondering, 
that’s where the binary for bash lives on pretty much any UNIX or UNIX-like system.


The way `if` works in bash is like this. It basically says that 0 is true, and anything else is false. That’s where that test command comes in. We need it to give us that exit 
code depending on the test we’re performing.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ ./tester.sh 
Numbers file found!

And when we run that on my machine, it outputs the correct message! If you ran it on yours and you don’t have that file, then you might get the other one.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ touch tester_case.sh 
laptop:~ devoncestes$ chmod +x tester_case.sh

Ok, so there’s one more control flow structure that we’ll go over today, and that’s the case statement. Same deal - if you want to follow along, please run these 
commands.
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#!/bin/bash 

echo "Give me a number between 1 and 4 and I’ll give you 2!" 
read number 

case "$number" in 
  1) 
    echo "$(($number + 1))" 
    ;; 
  2) 
    echo "$number" 
    ;; 
  3) 
    echo "$(($number - 1))" 
    ;; 
  4) 
    echo "$(($number / 2))" 
    ;; 
esac

And then here’s the script. We have our magic comment at the top, followed by some UI stuff to tell our user what to do. We then read in the number they give us and 
assign it to a variable with read.


Now, the syntax for a case statement in bash drives me absolutely nuts - it makes no sense! But, that’s what we have, and it’s not really THAT bad.


The other important thing here is the math that we’re doing. There is some basic math built into bash, and to do that we need to use the funny syntax shown here.


Honestly, with bash, there isn’t a lot of shame in just messing around with syntax to see what happens. You could also read the docs, but I’m more of a fan of the former.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ ./tester_case.sh 
Give me a number between 1 and 4 and I’ll give you 2! 
3 
2

And here’s the result!


Ok, so that was a lot, and it was pretty fast. Let’s take 5 minutes here to recharge a bit. I’m actually going to set a timer for this five minutes since we’re on a kind of tight 
schedule and I want to be sure that we get to cover everything today.
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PIPING AND REDIRECTION

So, let’s think about these programs really quick. Every one of these programs accepts input, and has an output. Now, let’s say you want to take the output from one 
program and use that as the input for another program - that’s how the pipe works! That’s what people mean when they say “pipe it into grep” or something like that. It’s 
very much like plumbing - just moving the contents of that output pipe directly into the input pipe for the next thing.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ sed “s/fi/5/“ numbers.txt 
one 
two 
three 
four 
5ve 
six 
seven 
eight 
nine 
ten

So, we’re back to our numbers file, and here we’re using sed to replace the first two letter of five with the number five.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ sed “s/fi/5/“ numbers.txt | grep “ve” 
5ve 
seven

Now, we’re using that pipe operator to take that exact same output we just saw before, and then use that as the input for grep! So, we get the search and replace PLUS 
the filtering.


Now, what if we want to take this output and write it to a file?
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ sed “s/fi/5/” numbers.txt | grep “ve” > results.txt 
laptop:~ devoncestes$ cat results.txt 
5ve 
seven

Well, that’s how we’d do that. The GREATER THAN symbol redirects the contents of STDOUT to the given file. We can also redirect the input for an operation, but we’re 
going to skip over that for today.


Notice how here, unlike before, nothing is output to the terminal from grep. That’s because we’re REDIRECTING that output to a file! There’s only one output, and it can’t 
go to the terminal AND the file.
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sed grep file

STDINSTDOUT STDOUT

And for those of you who like pictures (I’m one of those folks for sure), here’s what’s happening there. We’re connecting STDOUT to STDIN to create a pipeline, and then 
redirect that output to a file.
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laptop:~ devoncestes$ RES=$(sed “s/fi/5/” numbers.txt | grep “ve”) 
laptop:~ devoncestes$ echo $RES 
5ve seven

Ok, one last thing before we start doing cool stuff together.


Now, what about if instead of writing results to a file, you wanted to take the STDOUT of that pipeline and assign it to a variable? Well, here’s how you’d do that. We use 
that dollar sign and parens, and the output of the command inside the parens is saved as the value assigned to that variable.


Ok, so let’s get out of these slides for a bit and write some code together!
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Write a version bumper!
•Write a script that bumps the version number for `scenic` 

•This script can live in the `bin` folder in that project 

•It should ask the user what level to bump (major, minor, patch) 

•It should then update the correct file (lib/scenic/version.rb) 
accordingly 

•If you have time, add the ability to automatically create a new  
git commit with a helpful message 

•If you have time still, write this script to bump the version in  
any file given as an argument to the script

Ok, so here’s the last thing I want you all to do together. I think you should be able to finish in the time we have remaining, but if not then don’t worry! Sometimes, 
especially with bash, just learning the right syntax can be tricky. If you have any questions, then ask a neighbor, or raise your hand and I’ll try and come around to help as 
many folks as I can.


But, the thing I find the most as the source of bugs in bash are little typo/syntax things, so just getting a second or third set of eyes can really be helpful with this stuff.


Use the man pages, use stack overflow if the internet is working for you, and have fun!


